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Anna Otkina has developed a strong reputation advising on corporate,
commercial, regulatory, real estate and finance matters. Her work covers various
sectors such as energy, transport and infrastructure, TMT, manufacturing and
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retail.
She focuses on the transport and infrastructure sectors and is involved in aircraft
financing, shipping financing, airport and sea ports work and acquisition. Whilst much of

English Russian

Anna’s recent work covers Russia and CIS, she has lead and handled numerous
international matters across Continental Europe, North and South America and Asia.
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Prior Experience
Anna held various management roles at her previous international law firm, including acting as Deputy Head of Moscow
office and Head of Corporate and Aviation.

Recognitions
Anna has been ranked for several years in a row as leading transport and aviation lawyer in Russia and with band 1-2 by
Chambers and Legal 500.
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Free University of Brussels, LL.M
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INSIGHTS

Publications
Recent key ESG and green finance regulation changes in Russia
28 September 2021
In this legal update, we present a brief overview of the development and recent key regulatory changes on sustainable development and
ESG (Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance), green finance and green energy in Russia.

Lexology GTDT: Market Intelligence - Shipping - Russia edition
13 September 2021
DLA Piper is delighted to have contributed a chapter on Russia to the Lexology Getting The Deal Through - Market Intelligence Shipping 2021 edition first published in September 2021.
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